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We present the first measurements of the plasmon dispersion and damping in laser shock-compressed
solid matter. Petawatt laser produced K-α radiation scatters on boron targets compressed by
a 10 ns-long 400 J laser pulse. In the vicinity of the Fermi momentum, the scattering spectra
show dispersionless, collisionally damped plasmons, indicating a strongly coupled electron liquid.
These observations agree with x-ray scattering calculations that include both the Born-Mermin
approximation to account for electron-ion collisional damping and local field corrections reflecting
electron-electron correlations.
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Investigation of matter under shock-compression in the
laboratory is an important technique to study the physics
of dense matter. Modeling astrophysical objects includ-
ing e.g. interiors of giant planets [1, 2], low mass stars and
brown dwarfs [3, 4] requires understanding of matter at
pressures exceeding 1 Mbar [5, 6] and temperatures of the
order 1 eV [7]. These conditions are produced through
interaction of energetic high power lasers with solid den-
sity targets. In addition, the quest of producing a burn-
ing fusion plasma in the laboratory [8] by compressing

matter up to 1000 g/cm
3

requires accurate knowledge of
the equation of state [9, 10], thermodynamic [11] and
transport properties [12], as well as static and dynamic
structure of matter under such extreme conditions.

Spetrally resolved x-ray scattering has been shown
to measure the microscopic physical properties of dense
matter [13]. Proof-of-principle experiments in isochor-
ically heated beryllium [14] have observed plasmons in
forward scattering geometry yielding electron density
and temperature when applying the Born-Mermin theory
[15, 16] to calculate the plasmon energy shift and damp-
ing. Subsequent measurements in shock-compressed
matter have provided density data consistent with the
width of Compton scattering from a dense Fermi degen-
erate plasma [17]. In addition, plasmon measurements
were successful in determining compression and ioniza-
tion in coalescing shocks [11].

In these nearly Fermi degenerate systems reached by
shock-compression, electron-ion collisions solely deter-
mine the plasmon width for small momentum transfers
k, where non-collisional (Landau) damping is suppressed,
[18], and the plasmon width is a direct measure of the

∗present address: GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionen-
forschung, Planckstrasse 1, 64291 Darmstadt, Germany

optical conductivity. In addition, k-vector resolved mea-
surements of the plasmon resonance energy will reflect
electron-electron interactions that will affect the disper-
sion in the vicinity of the Fermi momentum. Theoret-
ical models for the dynamical structure factor S(k, ω),
result in vastly different dispersions. The widely ap-
plied random phase approximation (RPA) as well as the
Born-Mermin theory accounting for electron-ion colli-
sions predict a roughly parabolic dispersion [19], follow-
ing the Bohm-Gross approximation [20]. Plasmon disper-
sion data deviating from the RPA have been observed in
cold metals [21–23]. In shock-compressed matter, the de-
crease of the plasmon dispersion due to electron-electron
local field effects will occur simultaneously with electron-
ion collisions affecting plasmon damping.

In this Letter we present the first frequency and k-
vector resolved plasmon spectra from shock-compressed
matter. Boron samples have been compressed by interac-
tion with high energy laser pulses, resulting in conditions
above solid density, electron density ne = 4× 1023 cm−3,
at moderate temperature, kBTe = 0.2 eV. When the
shock front has reached the rear surface of the target,
resulting in a homogeneously compressed sample, the
plasma conditions have been probed by laser produced
K-α radiation at two energies (5 keV and 8 keV) under
various scattering angles 31◦ < θ < 68◦. The source
size and acceptance angle of the spectrometer lead to an
accuracy of ±10% for the scattering angles. While exper-
imental spectra in the limits of small and large k-vectors,
provide independent measurements of the plasma condi-
tions, we further observe a horizontal plasmon disper-

sion in the range of wavevectors between k = 1.7 Å
−1

and 2.0 Å
−1

. These results agree with theoretical predic-
tions for the dynamical structure factor within the ex-
tended Born-Mermin approximation (BMA). This model
includes electron-electron correlations via the local field
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FIG. 1: (Color online) a) Schematic of the experiment show-
ing the drive beam that compresses boron and the x-ray probe
beam that is delayed by 10 ns producing the x-ray probe radi-
ation. The probe foil material and probe laser position on the
foil is varied to access a range of k-vectors. X-ray scattering
spectra are observed with a van-Hamos spectrometer.
b) Mass density, electron temperature, and pressure as func-
tion of target depth at the end of the pump laser– target in-
teraction (t = 10 ns) from radiation hydrodynamic simulation
(HELIOS). The irradiated surface is located at x = 200µm.

correction factor (LFC) [24] and electron-ion collisions
via the dynamical electron-ion collision frequency [25].
These effects account for differences of 3 eV in plasmon
width and 10 eV in shift when compared to the RPA re-
sulting in significant corrections for applications of x-ray
Thomson scattering to plasma diagnostics.

The experiment, carried out at the Jupiter Laser Fa-
cility at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory uses
rectangular slabs of 2 × 3 mm2 of solid boron (α phase,

mass density 2.46 g/cm
3
), polished down to a thickness of

170µm. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 1 a). A 2ω (527 nm) drive laser laser with energy
of 400 J compresses the boron samples in a 10 ns-long flat
top pulse. The laser radiates the target at an angle of
37.5◦ to the target normal with a homogeneous intensity
profile applying a 700µm continuous phase plate pro-
viding for a planar shock front to propagate into the tar-
get. Figure 1 b) shows results of radiation-hydrodynamic
simulations using the code HELIOS [26] indicating ho-

mogeneous mass density (ρ = 3.8 g/cm
3
) and pressure

(p = 1.8 Mbar) profiles at the end of the drive. The elec-
tron temperature rises from kBTe = 0.2 eV in the shock
front to approximately 1 eV at 10µm behind the drive
side.

Ultrashort pulse laser produced K-α radiation probes
the compressed boron plasma by x-ray Thomson scat-

tering. Energies of 250 J are delivered at a pulse dura-
tion of 10 ps and at 1053 nm wavelength, yielding inten-
sities of ≈ 1017 W/cm

2
. Vanadium and copper foils of

10µm thickness provide K-α photon energies of 4.95 keV
and 8.05 keV respectively, with k-vectors between k =

1.3 Å
−1

and k = 4.3 Å
−1

, on separate target experiments.
X-rays scattered by the dense plasma disperse in a

cylindrically bent 70 × 25 mm2 large graphite crystal
(highly-oriented pyrolitic graphite) and are focused in a
von Hamos setup onto an imaging plate detector (Fuji-
film). A 100µm thick gold shield blocks the direct view
of the spectrometer crystal to the intense x-ray probe
source. The gold shield has been coated with several µm
CH to avoid Au emission induced by stray light.

Figure 2 shows experimental and theoretical plasmon
scattering data from shock-compressed B. The data at
small momentum transfer show a strong plasmon reso-
nance downshifted by 32 eV from the K-α probe energy
of 4.95 keV, see Fig. 2 (a). This feature is one order
of magnitude stronger compared to scatter from uncom-
pressed targets, indicating the presence of a large fraction
of free electrons due to shock induced ionization, which is
consistent with earlier compression experiments using the
diamond anvil-cell technique [27]. With increasing mo-
mentum transfer k the plasmon is increasingly damped,
and in the proximity of the Fermi momentum the plas-
mon energy is constant Fig. 2 (b) These observations
agree with calculations for 1.3 times compressed B at
ionization stage Zf = 2.3 corresponding to an electron
density of ne = 4× 1023 cm−3.

The calculations apply the newly developed
BMA+LFC model for the dynamical structure fac-
tor [28],

See(k, ω) =
~k2

πmeω2
pl

nB(ω)×

Im

[
z

iν(ω)

(
χOCP
e (k, z)χOCP

e (k, 0)

χOCP
e (k, z) + ω

iν(ω)χ
OCP
e (k, 0)

)]
, (1)

where ωpl =
√
nee2/ε0me is the plasma frequency, and

nB(ω) is the Bose function. Furthermore z = ω + iν(ω)
with ν(ω) being the complex valued collision frequency.
The latter is calculated within second order perturba-
tion theory (Born approximation) and in the long wave-
length limit, k → 0 [25]. At finite transfer momentum,
also electron-electron interactions have to be considered.
Their influence on the dynamical structure factor is de-
scribed by the local field correction (LFC) G(k) in the
electron one-component plasma response function,

χOCP
e (k, ω) =

χRPA
e (k, ω)

1− V (k) [1−G(k)]χRPA
e (k, ω)

. (2)

χRPA
e (k, ω) is the electronic RPA response function, see

e.g. Ref. [29], V (k) = e2/ε0k
2 is the Coulomb potential
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FIG. 2: (Color online) (a) X-ray scattering spectra (solid
black) from compressed targets at 31◦ scattering angle com-
pared to fit calculations using the BMA+LFC model (solid
colored curves) and the RPA (dashed colored curves) for three
different densities. Also shown are the V probe spectrum
(dotted) and scattering from uncompressed targets (black
dashed).
(b) Scattering spectra for scattering angles 47◦, 62◦, and 67◦

and fit calculations using the BMA+LFC model (solid) and
RPA (dashed). The experimental plasmon shift ∆E(k) for
each angle is indicated by arrows.

in wavenumber representation. For the LFC, we use the
parametrization by Farid et al. [30], supported by Monte-
Carlo simulations of dense electron liquids [31].

Roots in the denominator of Eq. (2) give rise to the
plasmon resonances observed in the scattering spectrum.
The LFC factor being a positive valued quantity leads
to a decrease in the plasmon resonance position. The
LFC factor scales as k2 at wavenumbers k � kF, kF =
(3π2ne)

1/3 being the Fermi wavenumber. Consequently,
for conditions of Fig. 2 a) the plasmon energy shift is only

weakly influenced by the LFC. In this limit the plasmon
energy shift in BMA+LFC agrees with the values ob-
tained in the RPA.

Figure 2 a shows calculations for BMA+LFC and RPA
for three electron densities indicating sensitivity of the
plasmon shift to the electron density. The plasmon shift,
∆Epl = (32 ± 3) eV, yields the electron density ne =
(4.0± 0.7)× 1023 cm−3.

Figure 2 (b) shows that the experimental plasmon
shift (indicated by arrows in the figure) is constant
within an error bar of 5 eV. This behavior is consis- rs
tent with the BMA+LFC calculations and indicate in-
creasing local field effects due to strong electron coupling

(Γ ' 1.4 rs = 2.5, rs = [3/4πne]
1/3

/aB is the Brueck-
ner parameter) [32]. Furthermore, due to low electron
temperatures kBTe ' 0.2 eV, we deal with a Fermi de-
generate plasma, kBTe/EF = 0.01, the Fermi energy is
EF = ~2k2F/2me = 19.8 eV. In this regime, the plasmon
spectrum is not sensitive to Te.

Figure 3 (a) shows the experimental plasmon shift as a
function of momentum transfer k compared to the RPA
and BMA calculations both with and without local field
corrections. In the limit k → 0, all three models con-
verge towards the plasma frequency, in agreement with
the data. With increasing k the experimental disper-
sion is constant at ∆E(k) ' 33 eV. The plasmon group
velocity vG = dω(k)/dk vanishes, i.e. plasmons do not
propagate at this energy. This behavior is in good agree-
ment with the fully collisional BMA+LFC calculation
but contradicting the RPA as well as the usual BMA
that neglects the LFC factor [19].

In the strongly non-collective regime, the BMA+LFC
calculation quickly converges into the single particle dis-
persion (Compton shift ∆ECompton = ~2k2/2me), as ex-
pected and consistent with the RPA and the usual BMA.
In this limit correlations become less important since
distances smaller than the screening length are probed.
Within the error margins, all three models are consistent

with the non-collective scattering data at k = 4.3 Å
−1

.

Finally, we analyse the plasmon width (rms width) as
a function of k, results are shown in Fig. 3 (b) and com-
pared to RPA and BMA with and without local field cor-
rections. Instrumental and source broadening (c.f. the
source spectrum in Fig. 2) have been subtracted. The

two points at k = 1.3 Å
−1

and 2.0 Å
−1

corresponding
to collective scattering show that plasmon damping is
mainly due to electron-ion collisions. Conversely, the
RPA severely underestimates the plasmon width.

At the present density, the critical wavenumber up to

which plasmons are a well-defined mode is kc = 1.7 Å
−1

.
Above kc, the plasmon merges with the single-pair con-
tinuum [18] giving rise to Landau damping in the RPA

theory. At k = 1.3 Å
−1

, we find the plasmon resonance
at Epl = 32 eV, which lies beyond the cut-off energy of
the single-pair continuum ~ωpair ≤ ~2(k2 +2kkF)/2me =
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Plasmon dispersion (a) and rms-width
(b) as function of the scattering wavevector k. Experimental
data are compared to RPA (blue dashed), BMA with LFC
(solid black) and BMA without LFC (green small dashes)
calculations. The black dotted lines represent the limits of
dispersion and damping at small and large k, respectively.

29.1 eV. The sharp edge of the pair continuum reflects
the steplike Fermi distribution of degenerate electrons.
Hence, within the RPA, the plasmon mode cannot couple
to the single-pair continuum and therefore is undamped.

At 47◦ scattering angle, k = 2.0 Å
−1

, the plasmon ap-
pears at Epl = 33 eV, which is within the single-pair
continuum ~ωpair ≤ 50.1 eV. Hence, Landau damping
is finite, explaining the increased spectral width in the
RPA calculation as compared to the 31◦ case. However,
RPA still underestimates the plasmon damping, whereas
we obtain good agreement using the BMA+LFC model.

We also show the Ziman result [33] as the asymptotic
limit of collisional damping as k → 0. In the Compton
scattering regime (α < 1), where the width approaches

that of the Compton profile σCompton = ~k
√

2EF/5me

both RPA and BMA agree and are consistent with the
data.

In conclusion, we demonstrated k-vector and frequency
resolved x-ray Thomson scattering on plasmons in shock-
compressed matter. Our data show very good agree-
ment with the fully collisional BMA+LFC model for
the dynamical structure factor. The calculations ex-
plain the plasmon broadening due to electron-ion col-
lisions as well as vanishing plasmon dispersion due to
strong electron-electron coupling. In the limits of small
and large k−vectors, we observe the well-known analyti-
cal limits for the plasmon dispersion and damping.
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